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Outline



Value for Money and Policy Review of the Youth Funding 

Programmes 2014 

• Youth programmes can provide a significant contribution 

to improving outcomes for young people and should be 

considered for on-going public funding 

• The current model of performance management, 

governance and scheme design are not fit for purpose 

and needed complete reform

• A single scheme should replace the current four 

schemes with a clear focus on targeted young people

Background



7 Personal and social development outcomes 

1. Communication skills 

2. Confidence and agency 

3. Planning and problem-solving  

4. Relationships 

5. Resilience and determination

6. Creativity and imagination

7. Emotional intelligence

Potent Mechanisms 



• 420 projects delivered across Ireland

• 115 community, voluntary or statutory legal entities 

• Approximately 100 small to medium community based 

organisations managed by a local voluntary board 

embedded in local, usually disadvantaged communities 

• Approximately 600 staff employed 

• 90 legal entities receiving funding from another 

government department or a different section of DCYA for 

programmes with a similar target group

• ? Young people engaged in programmes 

Key Statistics  



• The design and implementation approach, 
applied to date, is primarily based on change 
management theory; including maximising citizen 
participation methodologies and action research 
approaches as part of that change management 
process. – Sample services process 

Kurt Lewin – model of change 

Sherry R Arnstein – ladder of citizen participation 

Evidence Informed Approach  



Sources of Evidence

• Research and recommendations from the VFMPR (2014)

• Lessons from a review of similar publicly funded programmes (CES 2017)

• Lessons from the design, implementation and evaluation of the Youth Employability 
Initiative (CES 2017)

• The findings from consultation with the youth sector (CES, 2017)

• The findings from the consultation with young people (Sandra Roe Research, 2017)

• The design,  implementation and ongoing review of the 2016 and 2017 sample 
services processes

• The NQSF review (Middle Quarter, 2017)

• Lessons from piloting a measurement framework with sample projects (CES 2017)

• Lessons from developing and sampling a template for area profiling and needs analysis 
for use by ETBs 

• The findings of the Measurement Advisory Group





• Detailed programme manual containing all relevant  forms and 
materials

• Active consultation

• Young people’s participation

• Ethos of partnership

• Promoting the programme across government departments and 
state agencies

• Shared understanding of the meaning of a non-formal education 
approach 

• Clarity about how the areas of work funded by the programme fit 
with other social policy objectives, which require their own sources of 
funding

Structure & Governance



• Programme level theory of change

• Understanding needs

• Up to date demographic data supplemented with local 
knowledge

• Programme outcomes should be evidenced with examples

• Tailored, flexible provision

• Capturing development holistically

Needs Analysis & Outcomes



• Common user-friendly approach to measuring, monitoring and 
evaluation 

• Maintain a focus on outcomes, aid practitioner learning and 
development, and serve accountability purposes.

• Informal and formal methods 

• Continuing training and support, as well as regular progress 
review and planning meetings

• Co-design with young people

Measurement, Monitoring 

&  Evaluation



• Using information effectively helps service improvement and 
programme wide learning

• Robust planning and reporting cycle common to all 
stakeholders 

• Manageable and clear reporting requirements

• Definitions of all key terms

• Logic models can be useful tools

• It is critical to capture young people’s learning and 
development

Planning & Reporting 



• Community-based, accessible, tailored, non-formal education 
interventions

• Effectiveness is about the impact of the whole 

• Inclusive, safe and accessible 

• Variety of activities and programmes to address the varied 
needs and interests of young people.

• Balance between open or recreational activities and provision 
which focuses on specific thematic areas.

• Voice of young people in planning and review

Implementation & Delivery



1. Complexity
– Political realities

– Competing priorities 

– Scale

2. Changing culture
– Change at all levels

– Expectations set by precedent

– Trust Issues

3. Measurement
– Data collection including measuring contribution of service in the 

development of soft outcomes

– Measurement systems that enhance practice and minimise administration 

burden on front line workers 

– What is 1? 

Challenges



• Area profile tool
– Gatekeeper identification process

– Area profile at ETB and county level

– Area profile and needs analysis at neighbourhood or issue level

– Need prioritisation at neighbourhood or issue level 

• Measurement and Oversight Framework –
– Tools at every level

– Performance Oversight Framework workbook  

• ‘Counting Rules’ Tool 
– Based on Horwath (2009) Rapid Evidence Assessment – improved 

effectiveness is associated with engagements that are a) direct and b) 

intense 

Tools in Testing Phase 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/685903/The_Green_Book.pdf




DCYA
Grantor  

Revised Youth 
Funding Scheme 

Youth services  
Grantees 

Legal entity in 
receipt of funding

•DCYA to outline policy priorities - BOBF
•MOU with ETBI
•Individual SLA with each ETB 
•Budget preparation and expenditure management 
•Review and approve -
•Needs assessment and ETB priorities based on this assessment of need
•Grant  applications from projects
•Issue funding allocation letter from DCYA on scheme priorities, 
expectations and rules
•Communication strategy with ETB sector 

Bi annual programme meetings with ETBI youth committee
Quarterly Programme meetings with ETB Youth/Liaison 
officers and ETB nominated staff 

•Quarterly payments to ETBs on receipt of drawdown requests 
•Approve grant allocations to projects based on grantees 
applications/progress reports and reports from ETB 

ETBI 
(Representative 

body for ETB 
sector)  

16 Education and 
Training Bodies 

(ETB)
Funding 

intermediaries  

•Develop area profile to identify the focus of services in area 
•Link with relevant agencies and organisations e.g. Tusla, 
Garda, LDTF etc.  
•Processing annual application form/service plan to ensure 
programme outlined responds to identified need 
•SLA between ETB and service provider
•Payments of funding to service provider on receipt of 
drawdown request, with 4th Quarter adjustment
•Use Performance oversight framework tools (the workbook)

Review project Logic model
Minimum of 4 monitoring and review meeting 
between  ETB rep/s and service provider 
Carry out focus groups with young people
Review finance template and drawdown forms, and 
approve changes within allocated budget to reflect 
actual spend
Review counting rules template in line with policy 
and service prioritisation  

•Quality Standards Process
•Process annual progress reports from grantees 
•In 4th quarter advise DCYA on unspent monies in line with 
relevant circulars 

Young people 
participating in the 

project 

•Contributing to the planning and 
evaluation of programmes in line with 
project application 
•Contributing to the measurement 
process 
•Participation in quality standards 
process

•Develop targeted youth service in line with needs 
assessments and scheme guidelines 
•Submit funding application/renewal form 
•Use Performance oversight framework (the workbook) 

Prepare logic model 
Complete template for monitoring meeting 
Record and report outputs in line with scheme 
counting rules 
4 monitoring and review meetings with ETB
Record and report finances in line with finance 
template 

•Submit progress report
•Comply with requirements of Type C governance code
•Participate in quality standards process
•Submit end of year progress reports 

Measurement and Oversight Framework– 2018 Trial  





1. The Value for Money and Policy Review of the Youth Funding programmes 

2014 set the scene for a major programme of reform across approximately 

420 projects in Ireland. 

2. The new scheme under development focuses on developing soft skills 

such as emotional intelligence in young people. 

3. The design and implementation approach is a blend of change 

management, citizen participation and action research methodologies.  

4. The reform approach has been informed by multiple sources of evidence 

and required staff from multiple disciplines, these have shaped various 

elements of the new scheme such as governance and measurement.

5. Key challenges in the reform programme are complexity, measurement and 

cultural change.

6. A number of data analytic tools are being trialled such as an area profile 

tool, a performance oversight workbook and a counting rules tool.

Take Home Messages

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/685903/The_Green_Book.pdf


Thank you

• Stephen_shannon@dcya.gov.ie

• louise_fitzpatrick@dcya.gov.ie

• Web link to the Measurement open call 

• https://www.dcya.gov.ie/viewdoc.asp?DocID=4695

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/685903/The_Green_Book.pdf
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